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“It’s important 
to develop your 
professional network 
with sponsors and 
mentors before 
you need them… 
Mentors are not 
enough — sponsors 
are critical. Mentors 
talk with you, while 
your sponsor also 
talks about you. You 
have to earn the right 
to have a sponsor. 
Sponsors don’t just 
happen — you have 
to be proactive and 
perform.”

- Karyn Twaronite,  
EY Global Diversity and 

Inclusiveness Officer

Mentoring and equitable sponsorship are integral to our Diversity and Inclusiveness efforts at EY. In 
early FY14, we developed a Global D&I Roadmap to articulate what D&I means at EY and how we can 
leverage our differences to enable the highest-performing teams. The ability to invite and learn from 
different perspectives is fundamental in driving innovation, building strong internal relationships and 
delivering exceptional client service. The Roadmap helps all of our professionals learn how they can 
drive their own success, the success of their teams and ultimately the success of EY by leveraging our 
differences around the world. Mentoring and sponsoring are key elements of this Roadmap and on 
our journey towards building a truly inclusive culture.

We make a clear distinction between the role of a mentor and a sponsor:

• A Mentor is someone who offers practical advice and guidance to an individual. Mentors help their 
mentees clarify their development needs, share their own strengths, development needs and 
leadership philosophy. They can also coach and support individuals in developing their own skills 
and careers.

• A Sponsor is typically a senior leader who takes a proactive role and can intervene and influence 
on behalf of the “protégé” to ensure that EY delivers on its promise of enabling each individual 
to achieve or realize their unique potential. A sponsor will regularly ask what EY needs to do 
to retain the individual and will act as a third party sounding board for important decisions. 
Most importantly, a sponsor will use their influence to provide the individual with meaningful 
development opportunities and will guide them and support them to partnership or senior 
leadership positions.

• Sponsorship involves leaders committing to advocate and create advancement opportunities for 
high-potential individuals. We see mentoring as a bridge to sponsorship. Building a network and 
seeking mentors early in one’s career is important to earning sponsorship in the long run.

Our internal mentoring and sponsoring programs cross all dimensions of diversity up and down our 
ranks, while our external initiatives focus on children and young adults, athletes, and businesses in 
emerging markets, to name a few. Our mentoring and sponsorship efforts follow our people from 
their very first days at EY and extend to communities of interest outside of our organization.

In light of the fact that EY is a matrix organization, a number of additional programs also exist that 
focus on the unique needs of specific service lines, geographies and even locations. Some service 
lines have developed their own mentoring and sponsorship initiatives.

Overview of mentoring 
and sponsoring at EY



Mentoring
We provide below a few examples of mentoring initiatives, 
specifically dedicated to women, or with a broader scope. Some of 
these initiatives are formal mentoring programs; others are aimed 
at creating a work environment where women and other under-
represented groups are supported through informal mentoring.

Each one of us has had the challenge of navigating a new job, from 
finding the copier to how to use new-to-us technology. To ease the 
way for our new hires, we’ve set up a “buddy” system to help them 
get timely, one-on-one guidance and coaching in those important first 
weeks on the job. Through the Peer Advisor Program, we pair each 
new hire with an EY peer who helps the new hire acclimate to the firm 
and how we do things.

Our Washington, DC office sponsors a Reverse Mentoring Program, 
pairing junior-level professionals with people at higher levels on 
similar career tracks. But career track is all these pairs have in 
common. It brings together, for example, young, single people with 
working moms, or women with men. The idea is to allow diverse pairs 
to learn from one another’s different experiences.

Among our programs explicitly focused on filling the executive 
pipeline with diverse talent is our Career Sponsors Program, also 
known as Career Watch. This is a widely spread mentoring and 
sponsorship program for our high potential Senior Managers. The 
emphasis is on equitable access to mentoring. Its key goals are to 
monitor the professional development and career progression of 
this group, with a focus on identifying leadership opportunities. 
The program ensures that individuals gain experience, develop 
relationships and are provided with opportunities that lead to 
personal and professional growth and provides a clear roadmap to 
partnership or other senior leadership positions. Each participant 
is given a Career Watcher who is a senior leader with influence who 
can leverage their personal and organizational authority to hold line 
management accountable for retaining, guiding and supporting high 
potentials to partnership, or a senior leadership position.

Career Mentors focuses on our people at the manager level, while 
Career Sponsors focuses on senior managers. The Career Mentor 
program for women at the manager level equips individuals to be the 
best protégés and positions them for sponsorship.

Our New Partner Transition Coaching Program supports each of 
our leaders through the critical transition point of becoming a new 
partner. Program components include formal learning, experiences 
and coaching structured over the course of the partner’s first 18 
months in his or her new role. We match each new partner with 
an EY executive coach and a new partner senior advisor (a highly 
experienced partner specially trained for this role). Newly admitted 
partners get help with their transition, too. Each is assigned to an 
executive coach and a “transition partner.” Both provide structured 
guidance over the course of the partner’s first year on the job. 
We’ve customized the program to meet specific needs, including 
ways quickly to acquire knowledge, how to establish new working 
relationships, juggling organizational and personal transitions, 
managing expectations and maintaining personal equilibrium.

The Inclusiveness Leadership Program is a two-year development 
program that targets high-potential women partners focused on that 
next level of leadership. Through it, participants engage in formal 
mentoring relationships with firm leaders and an external coach. The 
direct one-on-one relationship with an Executive committee member 
helps provide the visibility to earn sponsorship with these influential 
leaders and be considered for future leadership appointments.

We can learn so much from each other’s experiences — the successes 
and the challenges. This was the driving force behind Journeys that 
inspire, an internal EY website through which we seek to illuminate 
the journeys of some of our men and women who have experienced 
success and overcome challenges in their personal and professional 
lives. The site has had well over 10,000 unique visitors in its first year 
in search of “virtual role models.” Their journeys are helping build 
even more relationships and are inspiring others to plot their own 
course to success.

One of our regions, the UK&I (United Kingdom and Ireland), has also 
piloted a cross-company mentoring scheme aimed at mid-career 
women. The objective of the scheme is to broaden the pipeline of 
female talent and increase the number of women in senior leadership 
roles, with the matching of mentors and mentees facilitated by an 
online system.

Outside EY
Other initiatives are developed to encourage young women in their 
career decisions, like for example the EY Energize Your Career 
(EYC) Club. Its aim is to show female students of Warsaw technical 
universities the opportunities of a career in consulting with an 
engineer background. The club offers mentoring from EY consultants, 
business case solving sessions, networking events, training sessions, 
visits to EY offices, internships and student events. Through 
this, members develop leadership, entrepreneurial and effective 
communication skills.

Equitable sponsorship
One of our main efforts across the globe is to educate our people on 
the importance of sponsorship — to help women recognize its value 
and ways to obtain it, and to encourage senior leaders to become 
sponsors.

For example, we host webcasts that create awareness about the 
importance of sponsorship and feature the protégé and sponsor 
points of view on how to earn and sustain sponsorship relationships. 
We have developed in the Americas a webcast on sponsorship and 
executive presence, with a toolkit and guides for further personal 
reflection. Its aim is to ensure that all of our people are aware of what 
sponsorship is, how to earn sponsorship and the transformational 
power it has for one’s career.

The EMEIA area has developed a sponsorship toolkit to help in 
developing a sponsorship culture. This toolkit includes videos of 
female partners discussing their own examples and the merits of 
sponsorship. There is also a website on sponsorship.

In addition to Career Mentors and Sponsors, we also actively promote 
equitable sponsorship through programs that make sure people from 
a multitude of diversity dimensions gain opportunities that put them 
on a path to earn sponsorship.

For example, our Advisory service line has implemented a Women’s 
Leadership program which seeks to grow representation of women in 
senior ranks through sponsorship, quarterly account “health checks” 
which reviews our women’s projects and assignments around visibility 
and access to leadership, and women’s leadership discussions.

Our Financial Services Office has developed an Advancing Women 
Executives program to provide sponsorship for women in the 
leadership pipeline and build a sponsorship culture.

We also developed a sponsorship “meeting in a box” for use by our 
Counseling Families. Counseling Families are groups of professionals 
in the same industry or specialty area that guide, mentor and 
encourage one another on performance, career management, 
technical learning and other issues. Counselors and their counselees 
plan productive experiences and relevant learning opportunities. 
Counselors also provide ongoing feedback and guidance to help 
counselees identify and achieve career goals.

Some of our regions hold regular “EY Unplugged” events for 
women. Leaders speak candidly about their own experiences, to 
give attendees strategies for building relationships and gaining 
sponsorship.

One of our Service Lines created boards of directors whose members 
are collectively responsible for enabling the advancement of senior 
manager women and under-represented minorities. The boards make 
sure the individuals get the right assignments and roles, receive 
“stretch” opportunities and benefit from sponsorship to help position 
individuals for promotion to partner.

Professional networks
Finally, our Professional Women’s Networks, which are active across 
EY, provide significant exposure and leadership opportunities to 
women at all levels and enhance client service by enabling women to 
build strong relationships across service lines and with clients.

Our Today’s Families Professional Network provides our fathers, 
mothers, single people with extended families, and others 
who function as caregivers the opportunity to build mentoring 
relationships with one another. In addition, Today’s Families helps us 
promote mentoring for those with new family situations, or for those 
who are undergoing family transitions. It’s a two-way relationship – 
members can both share their unique perspectives, and benefit from 
the experiences of others.

The Women Athletes Business Network was launched in 2013 to tap 
the leadership potential of elite female athletes and Olympians after 
their retirement from competitive sports. The network connects 
women athletes who seek meaningful careers outside of their sports 
with other athletes and our robust business network of top women 
leaders and entrepreneurs around the world, many of whom have 
sports in their background.

The EY Entrepreneur of the Year TM Program recognizes and 
celebrates a diverse group of entrepreneurs from a wide variety of 
industries. Winners benefit from increased brand awareness and 
receive mentoring from previous program winners and one-on-one 
advisory meetings with EY professionals. To help entrepreneurial 
women take their businesses to the next level, we run our annual 
EY Entrepreneurial Winning Women™ competition. We designed it 
to connect high-potential women entrepreneurs with the advisors, 
resources and insights they need to become market leaders. Program 
participants are among the top 2% of women entrepreneurs in terms 
of revenue.

Thought Leadership and involvement with 
the wider community
At EY, we are determined to do our part to accelerate women’s 
progress in the workplace. We’ve worked hard for many years to 
create effective internal and external programs focused on women’s 
advancement and leadership around the world.

Women. Fast forward
We have brought all our efforts together to create this unifying 
accelerator. Through Women. Fast forward we will use our collective 
knowledge, experiences and convening power to push ourselves 
further and to do our part to accelerate the global gender parity 
clock. Some of our Women. Fast forward initiatives include:

• Women Athletes Business Network

• Global Women in Business Advisory Council

• Worldwide Women Public Sector Leaders Network

• Entrepreneurial Winning Women™ Program

• NextGen Africa Programme to develop women leaders

Other recent Thought Leadership titles include:

• Corporate sponsor as hero – a thought leadership publication on the 
traits of effective sponsors. (Canada)

• Building sustainable opportunities for women at all levels – a 
summary of EY’s actions to support the development of women

The impact of mentoring and sponsorship
Sometimes even the smallest of actions can have a far reaching 
impact. Mentoring and sponsorship pay off. Our diversity and 
inclusiveness efforts will continue to evolve. Whatever changes come 
our way, mentoring and sponsorship will continue to play a central 
role in our approach to building the organization that is best equipped 
to build a better working world.
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About EY
EY is a global leader in assurance, tax, transaction and advisory services. The 
insights and quality services we deliver help build trust and confidence in the 
capital markets and in economies the world over. We develop outstanding 
leaders who team to deliver on our promises to all of our stakeholders. In so 
doing, we play a critical role in building a better working world for our people, 
for our clients and for our communities.

EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to one or more, of the 
member firms of Ernst & Young Global Limited, each of which is a separate 
legal entity. Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited by guarantee, 
does not provide services to clients. For more information about our 
organization, please visit ey.com.  
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